## 8K Cameras

**Item #** 8.3MP Panoramic Camera
- **Description**: 43.3mm full-frame CMOS Image Sensor, Max. 1590p@90K, 30fps@24MP, 30fps@15MP, 60fps@4K, Compatible with Canon EF mount Lens, Intelligent video analytics based on AI (Object detection/classification, Attribute, BestFocus), HDMI (1080p, 30fps) Video Output, H.265/HEVC Main/High, MJPEG, Single Micro SD Slot (Up to 256GB), Wiselawsem II support, RS-45, SPF slot (10/100/1000Mbps), HPoE+IEEE802.3bt, 12VDC, Audio based analytics.

## 8K Cameras & up

**Item #** PNM-932QPQ
- **Description**: 5 Channel 2MP / 3MP X 4 + 2MP 32x PTZ

**Item #** PNM-9084QZ1
- **Description**: 2MP X 4 outdoor Dome, PTRZ

**Item #** PNM-9084QZ2
- **Description**: 2MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ W/IR

**Item #** PNM-9085QZ1
- **Description**: 2MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ W/IR

**Item #** PNM-9085QZ2
- **Description**: 5 Channel 2MP / 5MP X 4 + 2MP 32x PTZ

**Item #** PNM-9084RQZ1
- **Description**: 2MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ

**Item #** PNM-9084RQZ2
- **Description**: 2MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ W/IR

**Item #** PNM-9085RQZ1
- **Description**: 2MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ W/IR

**Item #** PNM-9085RQZ2
- **Description**: 5 Channel 2MP / 5MP X 4 + 2MP 32x PTZ

**Item #** PNM-9083QZ1
- **Description**: 2MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ

**Item #** PNM-12082RVD
- **Description**: 6MP X 2 AI, IR outdoor Dome

**Item #** PNM-12082RVD
- **Description**: 6MP X 2, IR outdoor Dome

**Item #** PNM-9000D
- **Description**: Remote head 2MP x 4CH camera

**Item #** PNM-9002D
- **Description**: 2MP / 5MP X 4

**Item #** PNM-9000Q
- **Description**: 5MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ W/IR

**Item #** PNM-9000Q
- **Description**: 5MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ W/IR

**Item #** PNM-9000Q
- **Description**: 5MP X 4 outdoor Dome, P1TRZ W/IR

**Item #** PNM-9000D
- **Description**: Remote head 2MP x 4CH camera

**Item #** PNM-9002D
- **Description**: 5MP X 2 outdoor Dome

**Item #** PNM-8082D7
- **Description**: 3CH x 2MP

**Item #** PNM-9001R
- **Description**: 15MP Panoramic Camera

**Item #** PNM-9002R
- **Description**: 8.3MP Panoramic Camera

**Item #** PNM-9002R
- **Description**: 8.3MP Panoramic Camera

**Item #** PNM-9001Q
- **Description**: 8.3MP Panoramic Camera

**Item #** PND-A9081RF
- **Description**: 4K IR Indoor Flush Mount Dome Camera

**Item #** PND-A9081RF
- **Description**: 4K IR Indoor Dome Camera Module

**Item #** PND-A9081R1X
- **Description**: 4K IR Indoor Dome Camera Module Only

**Item #** PND-A9081R1X
- **Description**: 4K IR Indoor Vandal Dome Camera
Powered by WN7, X-Plus series, Outdoor Network AI IR Vandal Dome Camera, 4K resolution @ 30FPS, 4.3-9.3mm (113°~ 47°) motorized varifocal lens, remote lens adjustment (PTZ), software version (H.265/H.264/MPEG), IR viewable length 50m (164'), 4mm-8mm based on scene, USB port for easy installation, easy adjustment, IR cut filter, 128GB max, 4x100m, IP66, IK10, NEMA-5X, Operating temperature: -5°C~+55°C (-23°F ~ 131°F), Power: PoE+/12VDC, Metal shielded fl-R45

Camera - Network

4K Indoor Fisheye Dome Camera, 4K resolution @ 30FPS, 1.08mm fixed focal lends, Stereo graphic type lens, 4x100m, IP66, IP67, IK10, NEMA-4X, Operating temperature: -40°C~+55°C (-40°F ~ +131°F), Power: PoE+/12VDC, Metal shielded fl-R45

Camera - Network

4K Indoor Fisheye Dome Camera, 4K resolution @ 30FPS, 1.08mm fixed focal lends, Stereo graphic type lens, 4x100m, IP66, IP67, IK10, NEMA-4X, Operating temperature: -40°C~+55°C (-40°F ~ +131°F), Power: PoE+/12VDC, Metal shielded fl-R45

Camera - Network

4K Outdoor Fisheye Dome AI PTZ Camera, 4K resolution @ 30FPS, 4.3-9.3mm (113°~ 47°) motorized varifocal lens, remote lens adjustment (PTZ), software version (H.265/H.264/MPEG), IR viewable length 50m (164'), 4mm-8mm based on scene, USB port for easy installation, easy adjustment, IR cut filter, 128GB max, 4x100m, IP66, IK10, NEMA-5X, Operating temperature: -5°C~+55°C (-23°F ~ 131°F), Power: PoE+/12VDC, Metal shielded fl-R45

Camera - Network
Wisenet X powered by Wisenet 5 IR indoor dome camera, 5MP, 30fps, motorized vari-focal lens (3.6-9.4mm), motorized varifocal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, K10, white color, optional back skin cover.

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet 5 IR indoor flush mount dome camera, motorized structure, 5MP @ 30fps, motorized vari-focal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, K10, white color, optional back skin cover.

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet 5 outdoor vandal dome camera, modular structure, 5MP @ 30fps, motorized vari-focal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, K10, white color, optional back skin cover.

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet 5 series Plus IR indoor flush mount vandal dome camera, modular structure, 5MP @ 30fps, motorized vari-focal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, K10, white color, optional back skin cover.

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet 5 series Plus IR outdoor vandal dome camera, modular structure, 5MP @ 30fps, motorized vari-focal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, plenum housing.

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet 5 series Plus IR indoor dome camera, modular structure, 5MP @30fps, motorized vari-focal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, built-in mic, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, K10, white color, optional back skin cover.

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet 5 series Plus IR outdoor dome camera, modular structure, 5MP @30fps, motorized vari-focal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, built-in mic, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, K10, white color, optional back skin cover.

Wisenet X series Plus, 5MP indoor dome camera, motorized, 5MP, 30fps, motorized vari-focal lens 2.6x (3.6-9.4mm) (102.5° ~ 38.7°), PIR, triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, high powered IR LEDs range of 164', shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half view, HLC, defog detection, DIS (Gyro), 12VDC/PoE, IP52, K10, white color, optional back skin cover.
2MP Outdoor Dome Camera, PoE extender, IR Network Indoor vandal dome camera, Modular structure, 2MP, Full HD (1080p) @ 60fps, Motorized Varifocal lens (2.8mm~12mm) (40x) (119.5°~27.9°), Triple codec (H.265/H.264/MJPEG), Day & Night (ICR), H.265, H.264, MPEG codec support, Object auto tracking (Person/Vehicle), Target lock track, BLC, HLC, SS DR, lens heater for water/snow removal (IP66, IK01, NEXAXM, NEX-TM 2 (2.2, 2.3, 2.9)), FIPS 140-2, HIPoE Injector included, Operating Temperature: -40°C~+55°C (0°F~131°F), (Compatible with iBox SPN-4210).
Camera - Network

**ENV-6081**

2MP Outdoor Dome

Wisenet X series Plus powered by Wisenet X network outdoor vandal dome camera, modular structure, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, motorized varifocal lens 4.3x (2.8-12mm) (119.5°~27.9°), tripole codec (H.265/H.264/MJPEG) with WiseStream II technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6081V**

2MP Indoor Vandal Dome

Wisenet X series Plus powered by Wisenet X network vandal dome camera, modular structure, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, motorized varifocal lens 4.3x (2.8-12mm) (119.5°~27.9°), IP66, 12VDC/PoE, IP52, white color, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6081Z**

2MP Outdoor PTRZ Dome

Wisenet X series Plus powered by Wisenet X network vandal dome camera, modular structure, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, motorized varifocal lens 4.3x (2.8-12mm) (119.5°~27.9°), tripole codec (H.265/H.264/MJPEG) with WiseStream II technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6081VFZ**

2MP Flush Mount PTRZ Dome

Wisenet X series Plus powered by Wisenet X network indoor flush mount vandal dome camera, modular structure, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, motorized varifocal lens 4.3x (2.8-12mm) (119.5°~27.9°), tripole codec (H.265/H.264/MJPEG) with WiseStream II technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, shock detection, audio playback, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**KPN-6500RH**

2MP IR 55x PTZ

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network box camera, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 10x optical zoom lens (2.8mm-28mm) (58.1°-2.2°), Pan: 360° endless, Tilt: 5°-185°, tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with Wisenumix technology, 120fps WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**KPN-6200H**

2MP 12X PTZ

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network PTZ camera, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 12X optical zoom lens (4.1~48.9mm) (119.5°~4.9°), Pan: 360° endless, Tilt: 5°-185°, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**KPN-6040H**

2MP 4X PTZ

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network PTZ camera, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 4.4X optical zoom lens (8.6~35mm) (119°~27.9°), Pan: 0°~350°, Tilt: 0°~90°, tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with Wisenumix technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics and sound classification, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**KNO-6085R**

eXtraLUX IR Bullet

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network IR outdoor vandal bullet camera, eXtraLUX feature 1/2" sensor with F1.94 Lens, back box, 2MP Full HD1080P@60fps, motorized varifocal lens 4.0x (4.1~16.4mm) (100°~26.2°), tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and high powered IR LEDs range of 122', true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**KNO-6085**

eXtraLUX Outdoor PTZ Dome

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network outdoor vandal dome camera, eXtraLUX features 1/2" sensor with F1.94 Lens, PTZ, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, motorized varifocal lens 4.0x (4.1~16.4mm) (100°~26.2°), tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and high powered IR LEDs range of 122', true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**KNB-6005**

eXtraLUX Box Camera

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network box camera, eXtraLUX features 1/2" sensor, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with Wisenumix technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics and sound classification and business analytics, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6212R**

2MP IR 12X Outdoor Dome

Powered by WN7, Outdoor Network AI IR 12X Zoom Vandal Dome Camera, 2MP, Full HD1080P, 5.2~62.4mm(12x) (58.6°~1.23°), Pan: 360° endless, Tilt: 5°-185°, tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 1024fps WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics and sound classification, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6212R**

2MP 12X IR Outdoor Dome

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network vandal dome camera, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 12X optical zoom lens (5.2~62.4mm) (58.6°~1.23°), Tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with WiseStream II technology, 120fps WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics and sound classification, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6210**

2MP Low Speed LPR Outdoor IR Dome

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network outdoor Low Speed LPR bullet camera for Parking Lots, Drive-thrus; and Entry Gates up to 35MPH, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 12X optical zoom lens (5.2~62.4mm) (58.6°~1.23°), tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with Wisenumix technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics and sound classification, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6210**

2MP Low Speed LPR Bullet

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network IR low speed LPR bullet camera for Parking Lots, Drive-thrus; and Entry Gates up to 35MPH, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 12X optical zoom lens (5.2~62.4mm) (58.6°~1.23°), tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with Wisenumix technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics and sound classification, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6210R/LPR**

Low Speed LPR Outdoor IR Dome

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network IR outdoor Low Speed LPR bullet camera for Parking Lots, Drive-thrus; and Entry Gates up to 35MPH, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 12X optical zoom lens (5.2~62.4mm) (58.6°~1.23°), tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with Wisenumix technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.

**ENV-6210R**

2MP Low Speed LPR Bullet

Wisenet X powered by Wisenet X network IR low speed LPR bullet camera for Parking Lots, Drive-thrus; and Entry Gates up to 35MPH, 2MP, Full HD1080P@60fps, 12X optical zoom lens (5.2~62.4mm) (58.6°~1.23°), tripole codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG with Wisenumix technology, 150dB WDR, USB port for easy installation, advanced video analytics, sound classification and business analytics, true D/N, dual SD card, half-dome, white color, optionally included, optional black skin cover.
**Explosion Proof Camera Specifications**

- **Camera - Network**
  - TNO-4040T: VGA Thermal Bullet
  - TNO-4030T: VGA Thermal Bullet
  - TNO-4051T: VGA Thermal Camera for PT Unit
  - TNO-4040TR: VGA Radiometric Bullet
  - TNO-4040TR: VGA Radiometric Camera for PT Unit

- **Camera - Network TNU-X6320A2F2WT1-M**
  - Explosion proof positioning camera XP40B using the XNZ-6320 PoE Only (No Wiper), cLCus C1/D1 certification, -10°C ~ +55°C (+14°F ~ +131°F), IP66, IP10, PoE/12VDC/24VAC, white color

- **Camera - Network TNU-X6320A1WT1-Z**
  - Explosion proof positioning camera XP40B using the XNZ-6320A, 24VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber with Wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67, "-Z" for cLCus C1/D1

- **Camera - Network TNU-X6320A1WT1-M**
  - Explosion proof positioning camera XP40B using the XNZ-6320A, 24VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber with Wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67, "-M" for INMETRO

- **Camera - Network TNU-X6320A1WT1-Z**
  - Explosion proof positioning camera XP40B using the XNZ-6320A, 24VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber with Wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67, "-Z" for cLCus C1/D1

**Explosion Proof (Note: There is a 15% cancellation fee for any Explosion Proof camera orders)**

- **Camera - Network**
  - TNU-X6320A2WT1-Z: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2WT2-C: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT1-Z: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT2-C: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT1-M: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A1WT1-Z: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A1WT2-C: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A1WT1-M: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT1-Z: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT2-C: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT1-M: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT2-M: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT1-Z: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT2-C: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
  - TNU-X6320A2F2WT1-M: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera

**Wisenet T Network Outdoor Vandal Radiometric Camera (uncooled), 640x480 @ 30fps, 640x480 @ 30fps, 19mm fixed focal lens (32°), pan: 90°~90°, tilt: 90°~90°, supports: 24VAC, 12VDC, IP66, NEMA4X, IK10, PoE/12VDC/24VAC, white color

**This product is subject to the Thermal agreement.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320EPT0-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 PoE Only (No Wiper), cLCus C1/D1 certification, -10°C ~ +55°C (+14°F ~ +131°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -C for cLC CSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320EPT0-M</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 PoE Only (No Wiper), cLCus C1/D1 certification, -10°C ~ +55°C (+14°F ~ +131°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -M for INMETRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E1WT1-Z</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 24VAC Only with wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -Z for cLCus C1/D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E1WT1-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 24VAC Only with wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -C for cLC CSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E1WT1-M</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 24VAC Only with wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -M for INMETRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E2F2T1-Z</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 110VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber (No Wiper), cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -Z for cLCus C1/D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E2F2T1-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 110VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber (No Wiper), cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -C for cLC CSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E2F2T2-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 110VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber (No Wiper), cLCus C1/D1 certification, -60°C ~ +40°C (-67°F ~ +104°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -C for INMETRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E2F2T1-M</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 110VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber (No Wiper), cLCus C1/D1 certification, -60°C ~ +40°C (-67°F ~ +104°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -M for INMETRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E2F2WT1-Z</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 110VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber with Wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -Z for cLCus C1/D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E2F2WT1-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 110VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber with Wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +60°C (-40°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -C for cLC CSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO-X6320E2F2WT2-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Camera</td>
<td>Explosion proof housing using the XNZ-6320 110VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber with Wiper, cLCus C1/D1 certification, -60°C ~ +40°C (-67°F ~ +104°F), IP66/IP67/IP68, -C for cLC CSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2FWT1-M</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Zoom Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2WT1-Z</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2WT1-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2WT2-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2WT1-M</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2FWT1-Z</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2FWT1-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2FWT2-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E2FWT1-M</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E1WT1-Z</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E1WT1-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E1WT2-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E1WT1-M</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E1WT1-Z</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera-Network</td>
<td>TNU-X6320E1WT1-C</td>
<td>Explosion Proof Positioning Camera</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Explosion proof positioning camera using the XNZ-6320 24VAC Only, Single Mode Fiber with Wiper, cULus C1/D1 certification, -40°C ~ +40°C (-140°F ~ +140°F), IP66/IP67, “M” for NITECO**

**Explosion Proof Accessories**

- **WAVE-PRO-04**: 4x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-08**: 8x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-16**: 16x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-24**: 24x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-48**: 48x IP camera license

**Zenitel Turbine Mini Intercom, Audio only, Full Duplex, Group call, AVC, AEC, HD voice, Indoor IP66, IK08, 95dB at 1 m (Open Duplex),105 dB at 1m(Half Duplex) PoE, 6 x 0.12mA LED driver output, SIP, UL, Cisco Certified, Avaya Certified, NEC Certified. -40°C to 70°C (-40°F to 158°F), UV Resistance, 10 W Amp Audio out 600 Ohm**

**PC based Solution**

- **WAVE-02**: Wave Video Wall license
- **WAVE-04**: Wave Encoder License. Enables up to four (4) encoding channels, includes life-time SW upgrade. No annual & maintenance cost required.

**Intercoms**

- **TCIS-2**: Outdoor Audio Intercom
- **TCIS-3**: Outdoor Audio Intercom
- **TMIS-1**: Indoor Audio Intercom
- **TID-600R**: Video Intercom

**Camera-Network**

- **TNU-X6320E1F2W2T2-C**: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
- **TNU-X6320E1F2WT1-M**: Explosion Proof Positioning Camera
- **TNO-X6072EPT1-Z**: Explosion Proof Panoramic Camera
- **TNO-X8072EPT1-Z**: Explosion Proof Panoramic Camera
- **TNP-X6322EPT1-Z**: Explosion Proof Zoom Camera
- **TNP-X6322EPT3-Z**: Explosion Proof PTZ
- **TNP-X6322EZT1-Z**: Explosion Proof Fixed Camera
- **TNP-X9072EPT1-Z**: Explosion Proof Fixed Camera
- **TNP-X9072EPT3-Z**: Explosion Proof Panoramic Camera

**Explosion Proof Accessories**

- **HT-E-XWP10UL**: Explosion Proof Accessories Washer Tank
- **HT-E-BFW320SW**: Explosion Proof Accessories Mounting Bracket
- **HT-E-BFW800**: Explosion Proof Accessories PTZ wall mount
- **HT-E-BFW50SW**: Explosion Proof Accessories Wall Mount
- **HT-E-BFP00CL**: Explosion Proof Accessories Pole Adaptor
- **HT-E-BFP000W**: Explosion Proof Accessories Washer Tank
- **HT-E-BFP10UL**: Explosion Proof Accessories Mounting Bracket

**Stainless steel mounting brackets and adaptors**

- **HT-E-BFPW50SW**: Stainless steel Wall mount for (TNO-6070EF, TNO-6070EP, TNO-6070EW2, TNO-6320E2W)
- **HT-E-BFW50SW**: Stainless steel wall mount for (TNO-6070EF2, TNO-6320E2F, TNO-6320E2W)
- **HT-E-BFW680**: Stainless steel wall mount for (TNO-6070EF2, TNO-6320E2F, TNO-6320E2W)

**Intercoms**

- **TID-600R**: Video Intercom

**PC based Solution**

- **WAVE-PRO-01**: Wave 1x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-04**: Wave 4x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-08**: Wave 8x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-16**: Wave 16x IP Camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-24**: Wave 24x IP camera license
- **WAVE-PRO-48**: Wave 48s IP camera license

**Wi-seeNEM Video Wall License**

- **WAVE-02**: Wave Video Wall license
- **WAVE-04**: Wave Encoder License. Enables up to four (4) encoding channels, includes life-time SW upgrade. No annual & maintenance cost required.
WAVE - Appliance

WAV-P-E200W3-12TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 12TB (raw) (11TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-16TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 16TB (raw) (14TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-24TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 24TB (raw) (21TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-36TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 36TB (raw) (33TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-48TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 48TB (raw) (44TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-64TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 64TB (raw) (56TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-80TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 80TB (raw) (71TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-120TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 120TB (raw) (108TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.

WAV-P-E200W3-160TB Wave Recording Server
1U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 160TB (raw) (144TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, 4 HDD Bay (3.5" with up to 3 hot plug drives), Intel Xeon, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise, Nvidia GPU, MDMp output, VGA output, Dual Qe Nic's, IPMI, Single 490W power supply, keyboard and mouse included. Rail kit included.
2U Wisenet WAVE Network Video Recorder with 4 Professional licenses, Wisenet WAVE pre-installed, 36TB raw (33TB usable after disk formatting & RAID 6 configuration), 470 Mbps recording B/W, (3) 3.5" HDD, (Gen 12) Intel Core i3, 16GB RAM, 480GB SSD OS drive, Ubuntu Linux 20.04 LTS, (2) DisplayPort output, (1) HDMI to DisplayPort adapter included, Dual GbE NICs, Single 550W power supply, Keyboard and mouse included.

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-48TB

WAVE Recording Server

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-3102L-8TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-28TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-12TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-24TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-320L-8TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-320L-12TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-480L-4TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-520L-4TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-480L-8TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-520L-8TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-520L-16TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-520L-36TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-36TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-48TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-24TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-28TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)

WAVE - Appliance

WRR-P-E200L3-32TB

WAVE Recording Server (Linux OS)
WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-16TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-20TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-24TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-32TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-40TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-48TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-56TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-64TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-72TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-80TB

WAVE Recording Server

WRR-Q-A201W-96TB

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

1MP: 125CH, 4MP: 100CH, Analytics: 30CH, 64TB Raid5 (30 days for 60 cameras @ 4MP), VGA, HDMI, DP

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

CMVR 520 with 40TB Raid 5 (Enterprise Rack Form Factor)

1MP: 42CH, 4MP: 35CH, Analytics: 10CH, 10TB HDD (50 days for 35 camera @ 1MP), VGA, HDMI, DP

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

CMVR 325 with 2TB (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor with 4 PoE Ports)

1MP: 15CH, 4MP: 12CH, Analytics: 5CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering, 1TB HDD, HDMI, DP, 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 305 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor with 4 PoE Ports)

1MP: 25CH, 4MP: 20CH, Analytics: 5CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering, 1TB SSD, VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 501 (Rack Form Factor)

1MP: 72CH, 4MP: 50CH, Analytics: 15CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering, 1TB HDD, VGA, HDMI, DP

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 504 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor with 4 PoE Ports)

1MP: 42CH, 4MP: 35CH, Analytics: 10CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering for 35CH @ 4MP, 2x HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 304+ (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 25CH, 4MP: 20CH, Analytics: 5CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering, 1TB SSD, VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 303 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor with 4 PoE Ports)

1MP: 15CH, 4MP: 12CH, Analytics: 5CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering, 1TB HDD, HDMI, DP, 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 401 (Rack Form Factor)

1MP: 42CH, 4MP: 35CH, Analytics: 15CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering, 1TB HDD, VGA, HDMI, DP

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 406 (Compact Form Factor)

1MP: 15CH, 4MP: 12CH, Analytics: 5CH, up to 2 days of local video buffering for 35CH @ 4MP, 2x HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 404 (Compact Form Factor)

1MP: 25CH, 4MP: 20CH, Analytics: 5CH, up to 4 LPR cameras, up to 2 days of local video buffering 50CH @ 4MP, HDMI, DP

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 300 (Rack Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, up to 2 days of local video buffering, 1TB SSD, VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 205 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 1MP), VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 200 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 4 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (45 days for 8 cameras @ 1MP), HDMI, DP, 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 204 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (60 days for 12 cameras @ 1MP), VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 203 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 4MP), 2x HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 202 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 4 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 4MP), 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 201 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor with 4 PoE Ports)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 1 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 4MP), 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 200 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 1MP), VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 198 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 4 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (45 days for 8 cameras @ 1MP), HDMI, DP, 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 197 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (60 days for 12 cameras @ 1MP), VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 195 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor with 4 PoE Ports)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 4MP), 2x HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 194 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 4 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 4MP), 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 193 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (35 days for 20 cameras @ 1MP), VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 192 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 4 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (45 days for 8 cameras @ 1MP), HDMI, DP, 4PoE ports

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Location Setup Fee Bridge 191 (Compact and Ruggedized Form Factor)

1MP: 12CH, 4MP: 9CH, up to 2 LPR cameras, 1TB SSD (60 days for 12 cameras @ 1MP), VGA, HDMI

This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.
Wisenet SKY - Hardware
SKY-BR820-0
CMVR 820
CMVR 820 with 64TB Raid 5 (Enterprise Rack Form Factor)
1MP, 3Meg, 4MP, 4.1Meg, 6MP, 6.1Meg, 8MP, 8.1Meg, 10MP, 12MP, 14MP, 16MP
Automatically analyzes: 400CH, 120TB Raid5 (30 days for 130 channels @ 4MP), VGA, HDMI, DP
This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Wisenet SKY - Hardware
SKY-DS200-8s
Local Display Station DS200
Local Display Station DS200 (Dual Monitor Output with 4K support)
4K or 2x 1080p, 2x HDMI, Throughput 160Mbps, 64CH
This product is subject to the Wisenet SKY agreement.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 8B RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-12TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 12TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-16TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 16TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-20TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 20TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-24TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 24TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-32TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 32TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-40TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 40TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-48TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 48TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-56TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 56TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-64TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 64TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-88TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 88TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-96TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 96TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-104TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 104TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-112TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 112TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network
PRN-6400DB4-120TB
NVR
8K NVR (Intel based), 120TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB
(Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording. WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.
Recording - Network

8K NVR (Intel based), 128TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup). 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), AI search (Wisenet AI cameras only), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

8K NVR (Intel based), 140TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup). 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), AI search (Wisenet AI cameras only), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

8K NVR (Intel based), 150TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup). 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), AI search (Wisenet AI cameras only), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

8K NVR (Intel based), 160TB RAW, 64 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup). 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), AI search (Wisenet AI cameras only), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

8K NVR (Intel based), 12TB RAW, 32 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup). 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), AI search (Wisenet AI cameras only), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

8K NVR (Intel based), 3TB RAW, 32 channels, H.265, H.264, MJPEG, 16 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup). 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping, add AI to some P, X and Q series Hanwha Cameras, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), AI search (Wisenet AI cameras only), QR Code. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.
Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

32 CH NVR (16TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (x64 based Model), Features All Search (Best Shot, Attribute), object detection and classification. License plate detection and search for All Based Camerena Cameras from P, X and Q series. H265, H264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, AR (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 64 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, two HDD display with local 4K display resolution (HDMI1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HDMI2: 1920x1080(60Hz)), new features like fisheye dewarping, dynamic Layout and Dynamic Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

32 CH NVR (16TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (x64 based Model), Features All Search (Best Shot, Attribute), object detection and classification. License plate detection and search for All Based Camerena Cameras from P, X and Q series. H265, H264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, AR (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 64 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, two HDD display with local 4K display resolution (HDMI1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HDMI2: 1920x1080(60Hz)), new features like fisheye dewarping, dynamic Layout and Dynamic Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

32 CH NVR (16TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (x64 based Model), Features All Search (Best Shot, Attribute), object detection and classification. License plate detection and search for All Based Camerena Cameras from P, X and Q series. H265, H264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, AR (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 64 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, two HDD display with local 4K display resolution (HDMI1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HDMI2: 1920x1080(60Hz)), new features like fisheye dewarping, dynamic Layout and Dynamic Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

32 CH NVR (16TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (x64 based Model), Features All Search (Best Shot, Attribute), object detection and classification. License plate detection and search for All Based Camerena Cameras from P, X and Q series. H265, H264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, AR (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 64 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, two HDD display with local 4K display resolution (HDMI1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HDMI2: 1920x1080(60Hz)), new features like fisheye dewarping, dynamic Layout and Dynamic Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

32 CH NVR (16TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (x64 based Model), Features All Search (Best Shot, Attribute), object detection and classification. License plate detection and search for All Based Camerena Cameras from P, X and Q series. H265, H264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, AR (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 64 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, two HDD display with local 4K display resolution (HDMI1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HDMI2: 1920x1080(60Hz)), new features like fisheye dewarping, dynamic Layout and Dynamic Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

32 CH NVR (16TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (x64 based Model), Features All Search (Best Shot, Attribute), object detection and classification. License plate detection and search for All Based Camerena Cameras from P, X and Q series. H265, H264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, AR (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 64 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, two HDD display with local 4K display resolution (HDMI1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HDMI2: 1920x1080(60Hz)), new features like fisheye dewarping, dynamic Layout and Dynamic Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

32 CH NVR (16TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (x64 based Model), Features All Search (Best Shot, Attribute), object detection and classification. License plate detection and search for All Based Camerena Cameras from P, X and Q series. H265, H264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, AR (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 64 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, two HDD display with local 4K display resolution (HDMI1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HDMI2: 1920x1080(60Hz)), new features like fisheye dewarping, dynamic Layout and Dynamic Event. Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.
Recording - Network

PRN-1600B2-64TB

NVR

16 CH NVR (64TB Raw) up to 8K (32MP) Resolution (H.265 based Model), Features AI Search (Best shot, Attribute), object detection and classification, License plate detection and search for All brand cameras plus Additional features are Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer.

Recording - Network

PRN-1600B2-64TB

NVR

16 CH NVR (64TB Raw) up to 8k (32MP) Resolution (H.265 based Model), Features AI Search (Best shot, Attribute), object detection and classification, License plate detection and search for All brand cameras plus Additional features are Easy connection using P2P service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer.

Recording - Network

ARN-410S

4CH NVR

Wisenet A Series 8CH PoE NVR, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 4 PoE (LAN, 10/100), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI local monitor, ARB supported, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-410S-2TB

8CH NVR

Wisenet A Series 4CH PoE NVR, 2TB Hard Drive Pre-Installed, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 4 PoE (LAN, 10/100), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI local monitor, ARB supported, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-810S

8CH NVR

Wisenet A Series 8CH PoE NVR, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 8 PoE (LAN, 10/100), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI local monitor, ARB supported, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-810S-2TB

8CH NVR

Wisenet A Series 8CH PoE NVR, 4TB Hard Drive Pre-Installed, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 8 PoE (LAN, 10/100), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI local monitor, ARB supported, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-810S-4TB

8CH NVR

Wisenet A Series 8CH PoE NVR, 4TB Hard Drive Pre-Installed, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 8 PoE (LAN, 10/100), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI local monitor, ARB supported, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-810S-6TB

8CH NVR

Wisenet A Series 8CH PoE NVR, 6TB Hard Drive Pre-Installed, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 8 PoE (LAN, 10/100), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI local monitor, ARB supported, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-1610S

16CH NVR

Wisenet A Series16CH PoE NVR, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 16 PoE (LAN, 10/100, 1Gbps), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100, 1Gbps), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI / VGA local monitor, ARB supported 80Mbps network camera recording, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-1610S-4TB

16CH NVR

Wisenet A Series16CH PoE NVR, 4TB Hard Drive Pre-Installed, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 16 PoE (LAN, 10/100, 1Gbps), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100, 1Gbps), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI / VGA local monitor, ARB supported 80Mbps network camera recording, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

ARN-1610S-6TB

16CH NVR

Wisenet A Series16CH PoE NVR, 6TB Hard Drive Pre-Installed, Embedded Linux, H.265, H.264, MJPEG codec, Plug & play by 16 PoE (LAN, 10/100, 1Gbps), 1 RJ-45(WAN, 10/100, 1Gbps), Supported HDD (Maximum 6TB), HDMI / VGA local monitor, ARB supported 80Mbps network camera recording, P2P service support.

Recording - Network

VRN-641DB4

NVR

8K NVR (Intel based), No HDD, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording up to 64Mbps playback throughput (RAID Mode), Dual stream recording, 16 Hot Swap HDD bays, Alarm I/O, 2-way audio, ONVIF, maximum camera resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on WEB and CMS. Support RAID 5/6 HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure. (NOTE: RAID cannot be configured with this HHD configuration).
8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 120TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisesream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 160TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisesream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 32B RAW, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 16B RAW, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisdomstream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 140TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 64Mbps playback throughput (RAID Mode), Dual stream recording, 16 Hot Swap HDD bays, iSCSI, redundant power, 2x HDMI dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on WEB and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 50TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 64Mbps playback throughput (RAID Mode), Dual stream recording, 16 Hot Swap HDD bays, iSCSI, redundant power, 2x HDMI dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on WEB and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), No HDD, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 120TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), No HDD, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 120TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 160TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 16B RAW, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisdomstream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 32B RAW, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisdomstream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 120TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), No HDD, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 120TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 32B RAW, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisdomstream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 16B RAW, 64 channels, H.265/H.264, MJPEG, 8 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB max per HDD), RAID 5 & 6, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisdomstream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

8K NVR (Intel based), 64CH, 140TB RAW, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup) & Failover (N+1), 400Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisestream technology, HDMI/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, web UI 2.0 (no plugins required), At search (Wisenet AI cameras only), Q Code, HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.
8K NVR (Intel based), 32 channels, H.265/H.264/MJPEG, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup), 400 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, WiseStream technology, HDMi/VGA dual display, max. resolution of 32MP recording/display and fisheye dewarping on web and CMS, Support RAID 5/6 (NOTE: RAID cannot be configured with this HD configuration), HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.
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HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.

HDD Hot Swapping is available when RAID Mode is configure.
Recording - Network

GRN-1630S
NVR
16CH NVR with 16 PoE Ports (PoE Budget 130W) with BMP Camera Support. H.265, H.264, MPE_LD, 2 fixed internal SATA HDDs (1080 each or 20TB total). 12Mbps Network camera recording, Dual Stream recording option, mode 1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HMID2: 1920x1080(60Hz). Automatic Recovery Back up (AR) feature (A.K.A Edge recording retrieval). Four (4) Alarm In Two) Alarm out and Audio Output (RCA). Easy connection using PnP service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

GRN-1630S-2TB
NVR
16CH NVR 2TB with 16 PoE Ports (PoE Budget 130W) with BMP Camera Support. H.265, H.264, MPE_LD, 2 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB each or 20TB total). 12Mbps Network camera recording, Dual Stream recording option, mode 1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HMID2: 1920x1080(60Hz). Automatic Recovery Back up (AR) feature (A.K.A Edge recording retrieval). Four (4) Alarm In Two) Alarm out and Audio Output (RCA). Easy connection using PnP service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

GRN-1630S-4TB
NVR
16CH NVR 4TB with 16 PoE Ports (PoE Budget 130W) with BMP Camera Support. H.265, H.264, MPE_LD, 2 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB each or 20TB total). 12Mbps Network camera recording, Dual Stream recording option, mode 1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HMID2: 1920x1080(60Hz). Automatic Recovery Back up (AR) feature (A.K.A Edge recording retrieval). Four (4) Alarm In Two) Alarm out and Audio Output (RCA). Easy connection using PnP service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

GRN-1630S-6TB
NVR
16CH NVR 6TB with 16 PoE Ports (PoE Budget 130W) with BMP Camera Support. H.265, H.264, MPE_LD, 2 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB each or 20TB total). 12Mbps Network camera recording, Dual Stream recording option, mode 1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HMID2: 1920x1080(60Hz). Automatic Recovery Back up (AR) feature (A.K.A Edge recording retrieval). Four (4) Alarm In Two) Alarm out and Audio Output (RCA). Easy connection using PnP service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Recording - Network

GRN-1630S-8TB
NVR
16CH NVR 8TB with 16 PoE Ports (PoE Budget 130W) with BMP Camera Support. H.265, H.264, MPE_LD, 2 fixed internal SATA HDDs (10TB each or 20TB total). 12Mbps Network camera recording, Dual Stream recording option, mode 1: 3840x2160(30Hz), HMID2: 1920x1080(60Hz). Automatic Recovery Back up (AR) feature (A.K.A Edge recording retrieval). Four (4) Alarm In Two) Alarm out and Audio Output (RCA). Easy connection using PnP service (QR code connect) with Wisenet Mobile APP (for Android and IOS) and the free of charge Wisenet Viewer. NDAA & FCC Compliant Model.

Encoder and Decoders

Network Encoder
SPE-420
4 Channel Encoder
Encoder, 4CH 2/3/4/8/16/32/64 PoE/Ports (PoE Budget 50W), 16CH, H.265, H.264, MPE_LD, 1 fixed internal SATA HDDs (6TB max, ARB (Automatic Recovery Backup). 40 Mbps recording / up to 32 Mbps playback, Dual stream recording, Wisenet Technology, 4K HDMI display, max. resolution of 8MP recording/display, QR Code

Network Switches and Transmission Devices

Switch
SWE-G1104HP
11 Port Hardened Managed Gigabit Ethernet Switch with 6W PoE
Hardened 11 Port - 3 x 100/1000/2000Fx + 1 x 1001000FX SFP Ports and 8 x 100/1000X1000TX PoE Switch Managed switch, four 1000Mbps 1X with 6X PoE, four 1000Mbps TX Combo Ports with 6W PoE, Hardened 48VDC 450Watt (10A) DIN Rail High Temp Power Supply (-40 to +71°CWith -40PC-Stable))
Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Camera - Analog HD

HCF-8012V

5MP Analog HD FishEye Camera

5MP (2560x1944) resolution, 90fps, BLC, Day & Night (D/N), Digital Wide Dynamic Range, coaxial communication (HD: SD mode), compatible with universal output (TVI, AHD, CVBS, 48V, IP66, IK10, Power-250VA/240V)

Camera - Analog HD

HCB-7000A

4MP Wisenet HD- B Box Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP box camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, RS485 / Coaxial Control (true D/N, True WDR)

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7070RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Bullet Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IP66, IK10, Selectable universal output (TVI, AHD, CVBS, 48V, IP66, IK10, Power-250VA/240V)

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7010RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Bullet Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7020RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Bullet Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7010RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Bullet Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7020RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Bullet Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7030RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Bullet Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7070RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Outdoor Dome Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP outdoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, 2.8mm fixed lens, true D/N, 12VDC, IR distance 65 feet, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7010RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Outdoor Dome Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP outdoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, 2.8mm fixed lens, true D/N, 12VDC, IR distance 65 feet, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7030RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Outdoor Dome Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP outdoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, 2.8mm fixed lens, true D/N, 12VDC, IR distance 65 feet, IP66, IK10

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7070RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Indoor Dome Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP indoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7010RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Indoor Dome Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP indoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, 2.8mm fixed lens, true D/N, 12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7070RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Indoor Dome Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP indoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, 2.8mm fixed lens, true D/N, 12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7010RA

4MP Wisenet HD- Indoor Dome Camera

Wisenet HD- 4MP indoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, 2.8mm fixed lens, true D/N, 12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-7000

2MP Analog HD Box Camera

Wisenet HD- 2MP box camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, RS485 / Coaxial Control, true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC (Require 2MP or higher CS Mount Lens)

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6000

2MP Analog HD Box Camera

Wisenet HD- 2MP box camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, RS485 / Coaxial Control, true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC (Require 2MP or higher CS Mount Lens)

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6070R

2MP Analog HD IR Indoor Dome

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR indoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6070R

2MP Analog HD IR Indoor Dome

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR indoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6070R

2MP Analog HD IR Outdoor Dome

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR outdoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6070R

2MP Analog HD IR Outdoor Dome

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR outdoor dome camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6070R

2MP Analog HD IR Bullet

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6070R

2MP Analog HD IR Bullet

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6080R

2MP Analog HD IR Bullet

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCO-6080R

2MP Analog HD IR Bullet

Wisenet HD- 2MP IR bullet camera, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCP-6320A

AHD PTZ

Wisenet HD- AHD PTZ, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Camera - Analog HD

HCP-6320HA

AHD PTZ

Wisenet HD- AHD PTZ, AHD or CVBS formats are available, motorized vari-focus lens (3.1X) (3.2-10mm), true D/N, 24VAC/12VDC, IR distance 65 feet

Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Analog HD Definiton Cameras

Analog HD Definiton Cameras
Pentabrid

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1634
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder
- 16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder
- 16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder
- 16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder
- 16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1634-4TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1634-6TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1634-8TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1634-10TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1634-12TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-4TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-8TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-12TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-16TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-20TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-24TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-30TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-36TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-1635-48TB
16CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-835
8CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-835-4TB
8CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-835-6TB
8CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder

Recording - Hybrid
HRX-835-8TB
8CH AHD, TVI, CVI, CVBS, IP Recorder
Accessory SPB-140FW1 Mount Adaptor: Pole or Wall Mount, Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-125FW1 WallPole Mount: Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-300S Ceiling Mount: Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-300KMW1 Stainless Steel Wall Mount Strap, Stainless Steel
Accessory SHD-B-3100FP1 In-ceiling flush mount accessory for XNP-6120H, Stainless Steel
Accessory SHF-1500F In-ceiling flush mount accessory for vandal dome SCV-6083R/6023R, stainless steel
Accessory SHF-150F In-ceiling flush mount accessory for XNP-6120H, stainless steel
Accessory SHD-1408FW Flush mount, Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNV-6080RSA, XNV-8080RSA
Accessory SHF-1500F In-ceiling flush mount accessory for vandal dome SCV-6083R/6023R, Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-302CMS NED1009, NED1209, QND-6082R, QNE-8011R/8021R, LND-6010R/6020R/6030R/6040R, (Stainless steel straps are NOT included, compatible with SBP-150S and SBP-060S)
Accessory SPB-300PMW Ivory color, made of aluminum, compatible with SBP-150S and SBP-060S, Made of aluminum
Accessory SPB-300KMW3 Corner Mount Adaptor Accessory, Ivory color
Accessory SPB-300WMS Stainless Steel Cap Adapter, Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-140WFW1 Flush mount, Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNV-6080RSA, XNV-8080RSA
Accessory SPB-150FVW1 Flush mount, Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNP-6120H, Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-390WM1 Flush mount, Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNV-6080RSA, XNV-8080RSA, (need to purchase a separate cap SBP-300HMS6 for the dome cameras)
Accessory SBP-150S Ceiling Mount: Stainless Steel
Accessory SBP-140FW1 Wall Mount: Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNP-6120H, Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-300WMS1 Stainless Steel Wall Mount, Stainless Steel
Accessory SBP-300WMS Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNP-6120H, Stainless Steel
Accessory SBP-300FW1 Wall Mount: Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNP-6120H, Stainless Steel
Accessory SPB-303FW1 Wall Mount: Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNP-6120H, Stainless Steel
Accessory SHD-315F Flush mount
Accessory SHD-1198FW Wall Mount: Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNV-6080RSA, XNV-8080RSA
Accessory SHD-315FW Wall Mount: Stainless Steel cap adaptor for XNP-6120H, Stainless Steel
Accessory SBP-302CM-36 In-ceiling flush mount accessory for PNM-9000VQ, plenum rated (UL2820)
We put our best effort and knowledge to maintain the accuracy of specifications and price. Should there be any discrepancies we reserve the right to follow our specifications and price set. Thanks for your understanding.